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Time Series Characterization of Gaming
Workload for Runtime Power Management
Benedikt Dietrich, Dip Goswami, Samarjit Chakraborty, Apratim Guha, Matthias Gries
Abstract—Runtime power management using dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) has been extensively studied for video
processing applications. But there is little work on game power management although gaming applications are now widely run on
battery-operated portable devices like mobile phones. Taking a cue from video power management, where PID controllers have been
successfully used, they were recently applied to game workload prediction and DVFS. However, the use of hand-tuned PID controller
gains on relatively short game plays left open questions on the robustness of the controller and the sensitivity of prediction quality on
the choice of the gain values. In this paper we try to systematically answer these questions. We ﬁrst show that from the space of PID
controller gain values, only a small subset leads to good game quality and power savings. Further, the choice of this set highly depends
on the scene and the game application. For most gain values the controller becomes unstable, which can lead to large oscillations
in the processor’s frequency setting and thereby poor results. We then study a number of time series models, such as a Least Mean
Squares (LMS) Linear Predictor and its generalizations in the form of Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) models. These models
learn most of the relevant model parameters iteratively as the game progresses, thereby dramatically reducing the complexity of manual
parameter estimation. This makes them deployable in real setups, where all game plays and even game applications are not a priori
known. We have evaluated each of these models (PID, LMS and ARMA) for a variety of games — ranging from Quake II to more
recent closed-source games such as Crysis, Need for Speed - Shift and World in Conﬂict — with very encouraging results. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst work that systematically explores (a) the feasibility of manually tuning PID controller parameters
for power management, (b) time series models for workload prediction for gaming applications, and (c) power management for
closed-source games.
Index Terms—Dynamic voltage scaling, Time series analysis, Prediction methods.
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I NTRODUCTION

Processor power management based on dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) has been a topic of
active research over the past one decade [8], [10], [32].
DVFS relies on predicting the future workload of an
application to appropriately adapt the processor’s clock
frequency and voltage at runtime. The aim is to reduce
energy consumption without deteriorating the application’s quality (see [3], [11], [22], [42] for examples).
The increasing popularity of mobile computing in the
form of smartphones and tablet PCs has also led to the
growth of graphics-intensive gaming applications, which
now constitute a signiﬁcant fraction of the workload
supported by these devices. However, power management targeting this class of applications has so far not
received sufﬁcient attention in the literature, although it
has been shown that they are computationally expensive
and game frames exhibit sufﬁcient workload variability,
making them amenable to DVFS schemes [20].
Many power management techniques for video applications do not naturally extend to games. This is primarily because of the interactive nature of games where the
content is dynamically generated, making it impossible
to buffer game frames. But online workload prediction
based on control-theoretic techniques, that have been
successful for video applications (see [37], [40]), have
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also been applied to games [18], [19]. They were based
on proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers to
predict the workload of a future game frame based on
the workloads of previously processed frames. However,
as in the case of video applications, the PID gain values
had to be hand-tuned. In other words, the proportional,
integral and derivative gain values had to be carefully
chosen in order to maximize both power savings and
the quality of the game play (measured by the number of
frame deadline misses). Some important questions were
left open by this line of work.
First, if the PID gain values are tuned on the basis
of one game application or a selection of game plays,
then how robust or sensitive is the resulting controller
to new game applications or to a different selection of
game plays in the same application? Here, a game play
refers to particular sequences of scenes in the game or
inputs provided by the user. Second, the PID controller
based prediction was evaluated on a relatively old game
Quake II from id Software* (because it is an open-source
game), and in particular with it set to the software
rendering mode. In other words, it was assumed that
the mobile device did not have a graphics processing
unit (GPU) and all the graphics processing had to be
done in software on the CPU. Since the introduction
of Quake II in 1997, the workload characteristics of
games underwent substantial changes, GPUs are now
available on mobile devices and the CPU increasingly
processes complex Physics or AI related tasks. Hence,
how does the PID-based prediction scheme work for
more modern games with higher workload variation
and less inter-frame correlation? Finally, is it possible to
design workload prediction schemes that do not require
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game-speciﬁc manual tuning of parameters, so that they
work on game plays or even games that are not a priori
known?
Our contributions: In this paper we (i) ﬁrst study the
inﬂuence of PID gain values on the quality of game
play (i.e., the number of frame deadline misses) and
the achieved power savings for Quake II as well as
for more recent games with hardware-based graphics
rendering. Our results reveal that when PID gain values
are not individually tuned for each game play then the
controller might become unstable, resulting in signiﬁcant
loss in performance. This shows that such PID-based
prediction mechanisms, while extensively studied in the
power management literature, cannot be practically applied to games, especially when the game play or game
is not a priori known. (ii) In order to avoid this handtuning of PID gain values, we propose a self-tuning Least
Mean Squares (LMS) Linear predictor. It achieves power
savings and frame deadline misses that are comparable
to those from a carefully hand-tuned PID controller,
while the parameters of the LMS Linear predictor do not
necessarily need to be tuned for each play individually
to provide an overall good performance. (iii) We then
introduce a Microsoft DirectX* -based DVFS framework
to investigate different power management policies for
more recent games for which, unlike Quake II, the
source code is not available. Hence, they cannot be
instrumented to record the processing times of individual frames. To the best of our knowledge this is the
ﬁrst time such lightweight Dynamic-link library (DLL)
Injection [30] technique is being used for online workload prediction and power management for DirectXbased closed-source games. (iv) When this technique is
used to evaluate our LMS Linear predictor on a set of
recent games, we observed higher workload variations
and reduced inter-frame correlation for games utilizing
hardware-accelerated rendering. This diminished correlation affects the self-tuning process of the LMS Linear
predictor, which now might become unstable and provide inaccurate prediction results. To solve this problem,
we next study Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA)
models for workload prediction. Our results show that
an ARMA model, that is tuned ofﬂine, performs well
for a variety of games with both software-based and
hardware-assisted rendering. Runtime power management techniques based on such prediction models show
signiﬁcant power savings, with very little perceived
deterioration in the game quality.
This article extends [15] our earlier work, which
only investigated the problems with PID controllers
and discussed the potential of using an LMS Linear
predictor. In particular, the extensions in this article
include: (i) The DirectX-based DVFS framework that
overcomes the restriction of using only open-source
games that can be instrumented to record frame
processing times. The current framework may be
used for power management of any new DirectX 9based game and may be easily extended to support
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DirectX 10/11. (ii) An exploration of both PID and
LMS Linear predictors for current genre of games that
use hardware rendering and whose source code is
not available. (iii) Workload prediction using ARMA
models, that work for a variety of games irrespective of
whether they use purely software rendering or rely on
GPUs or hardware-assisted rendering.
Related work: A considerable amount of work on
runtime processor-energy management has viewed this
problem from a scheduling perspective [5]–[7], [41], [43],
i.e., how to select the appropriate clock frequency (which
might include shutting off the processor) and voltage
at each time step in order to maximize energy savings,
taking into account issues like switching overhead and
application quality. There has also been work on scheduling and energy management of multiple components like
(multi-core) processors and communication links [13],
[27]. This problem has also been studied as an online
optimization or workload prediction problem – as we do
in this paper – in particular using control-theoretic techniques [26], [36], [37], [40]. Since such techniques have
been very successful for video processing applications, it
was natural to investigate whether they extend to games,
as both of them involve processing a sequence of frames.
Examples of other work that focus on similar streaming
multimedia applications include [16], [35], [44].
During the last 5-6 years, workload characterization
and power management of graphics and gaming applications have started attracting attention. [31] exploited
the richer content or structural information in graphics
frames – in contrast to video frames that have only I, B or
P types – to characterize their workload. A combination
of such structural information within a frame along
with online workload prediction was proposed in [19]
for power management of games. On the other hand,
the graphics processing pipeline and the architecture
of graphics processors were also exploited in [38] for
power management of games. In a different direction,
techniques that rely on user-interactions [4] or require
the user to manually switch to a higher clock frequency
whenever a drop in game quality is observed [24], [28]
have also been proposed.
Our work does not require user intervention at run
time, although it offers the possibility to set a desired
frame rate. We focus on frame workload prediction,
and use the predicted workload along with the target
frame rate to adapt the frequency of the processor.
In addition to studying power management for
games, from a methodological perspective our work
also examines new issues related to control-theoretic
techniques for runtime power management that have
not been systematically studied before.
Organization of the paper: In the next section we brieﬂy
outline the main features of DVFS schemes for games.
This is followed by a description of software- and the
hardware-rendering schemes in games. Our simulation
setup for tuning PID gain values is presented in Sec-
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tion 3.3. Next, the PID controller-based power management scheme is described in Section 4. Results using the
PID controller for both software- and hardware-based
rendering are then discussed. This is followed by our
proposed LMS Linear Predictor (Section 5), along with
how we evaluated it. We show the improvements over
the PID controller, together with its limitations when
using hardware rendering. In Section 6 we discuss how
time series analysis may be useful for modeling gaming
workloads. Our results obtained from time series modeling, in particular from AR and ARMA models are then
presented. Finally, in Section 7 power measurements are
outlined before concluding with a summary and possible
future extensions.

2

DVFS

FOR

G AME A PPLICATIONS

DVFS schemes for games primarily depend on estimating future game frame workloads.
We evaluate
several workload prediction techniques in terms of their
performance and suitability. All the discussed techniques
consist of two parts, an ofﬂine and an online phase.
Each predictor has a set of parameters, e.g., the predictor gains and the prediction order, which need to be
determined during the ofﬂine phase before the predictor
can provide a good performance in the online phase.
Towards this, we record a sample game play based
on which we tune the predictor’s parameters. Such a
sample game play can only resemble a small part of the
game since not all future game plays of an interactive
game application can be a priori known. Hence, the
robustness of the predictor, i.e. its sensitivity to changes
in workload characteristics, is of great importance. The
ideal predictor should be tuned only once and then
provide good performance for all future game plays. As
the parameter tuning is done ofﬂine, it is not time critical.
The online phase of the DVFS scheme has the following structure: (i) The workload of a frame is predicted
from the workloads c and estimation errors e of previous
frames, (ii) based on prediction results and the desired
frame rate, the required clock frequency of the processor
is computed, (iii) the processor’s frequency is scaled
accordingly, and (iv) the frame is eventually processed
(involving game AI, physics-related computations, etc.)
and rendered, and ﬁnally (v) the estimation error is
computed based on cycle-accurate measurements and
is fed back to the workload predictor. Since the online
phase is time critical, the overhead of the different steps
will be discussed in Section 7.1.
DVFS Performance metrics: We introduce two
metrics to evaluate the prediction quality and the
performance of the resulting DVFS scheme. The ﬁrst
metric is the average power P consumed during
a game play. The power consumption depends on
the processing frequencies fi chosen from the set of
available frequencies F. P is measured as described
in Section 7 or estimated as described in Section 3.3.
The second metric is the percentage of frames missing
their deadlines, d. A frame’s processing time ti is
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given by c[i]/fi , where c[i] is the frame’s workload
in cycles and fi the clock frequency used to process
the frame. If the processing time ti is greater than the
1
deadline d = f psdesired
the frame is said to have missed
its deadline, where f psdesired is the desired frame rate.
Note that unlike in video processing applications, a
frame that misses its deadline is not dropped; it only
leads to a possibly poor gaming experience. Further,
there is a clear dependency between the two metrics:
always using the smallest available processing frequency
fmin will minimize P , but will lead to the maximum
number of frames missing their deadline (dmax ). Using
the largest available processing frequency instead will
lead to a high power consumption, but will result in
the minimum number of frames missing their deadline
(dmin ). An optimal predictor (using an oracle) would
allow optimizing d, P or a combination of both.
Choosing a target frame rate: An important decision
is the choice of the target frame rate f psdesired as it
inﬂuences both, the percentage of frames missing their
deadline d and the average power consumption P .
Lowering f psdesired will result in a lower workload,
and therefore it is more likely that the frame can be
processed in time with a lower frequency. This in turn
will lead to higher power savings, but might lead to poor
gaming experience. User perception studies reported
by Claypool et al. [12] show that the game frame rate
has a high impact on the perceived game quality. The
perception varies from game to game, i.e., a strategy
game’s frames per second (fps) demand is likely to be
lower than the desired fps in case of a fast ﬁrst person
shooter game. For this work we have chosen the target
frame rate for each game such that the perceived game
quality appeared to be optimal for us, e.g. for Quake II
this was a frame rate of 30. This implies that each frame
has a deadline of 1/30-th of a second.
3 A RCHITECTURAL S ETUP
The correct choice of a prediction technique highly depends on the underlying architectural setup. Therefore,
we will ﬁrst describe the two hardware setups used,
before we introduce the different prediction techniques.
The ﬁrst setup consists of a software-based rendering
setup similar to the one used in [20]. Low-cost mobile
devices without hardware accelerated rendering will fall
under this category. The second setup uses a graphics
processing unit (GPU) to render the game’s graphics.
This setup is now typically found in most high-end
mobile devices like smart phones and tablets.
3.1 Software-based rendering setup
We employed the Quake II game engine which forms
the core of some of the most popular ﬁrst person
shooter games like Raven Software’s Soldier of Fortune* ,
Anachronox* from EIDOS and Activision’s Heretic II* .
Quake II was chosen for two reasons: i) We could
compare our results to other related work that studied
Quake II [4], [17], [20]. ii) Quake II uses software-based
rendering and its engine forms the core of a variety of
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Fig. 1. Experimental Setup for software-based rendering DVFS
TABLE 1
Workload statistics for the used Game Plays
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Quake II
Game Play


 

 cycles 

Target
FPS

f rame

Frames missing
their deadline %
dmax
dmin

Explore-1
Explore-2
Shooting-1
Shooting-2
Level-2
Massive-1

3.7e+07
3.8e+07
4.1e+07
4.1e+07
4.0e+07
4.5e+07

3.7e+06
3.2e+06
4.9e+06
4.1e+06
6.4e+06
7.7e+06

30
30
30
30
30
30

0.7
3.3
71.8
67.5
66.6
86.5

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.2
1.8

DirectX
Game
NFS-1
NFS-2
Crysis-1
Crysis-2
WIC-1
WIC-2

5.5e+07
6.0e+07
3.8e+07
4.6e+07
3.3e+07
4.0e+07

1.0e+07
1.1e+07
1.4e+07
3.7e+07
8.0e+06
8.4e+06

30
30
40
40
40
40

50.22
68.83
33.92
70.51
15.78
65.20

0.67
1.56
0.66
1.89
0.10
0.15

other games as mentioned above. The source code of
Quake II is available under GNU public license and has
been modiﬁed to incorporate the proposed DVFS power
management algorithms (see Figure 1). This modiﬁcation
can be applied to any open-source game.
The software video mode of the game was set to
mode 5 which corresponds to a frame resolution of
960 × 720 pixels. The desired frame rate was set to 30 fps
for all Quake II related experiments. The modiﬁed source
code was compiled in release mode with processor
speciﬁc optimizations and the game plays were run
on Ubuntu* 9.10 operating system with Linux* kernel
version 2.6.31-20-generic.
The experiments were performed on a laptop
R
R
equipped with a 1.86 GHz Intel
Pentium
M Processor
and 1.5 GB RAM. This processor supports Enhanced
R
Intel SpeedStep
Technology and offers frequency
scaling between ﬁve different frequency levels that
correspond to 800 MHz, 1066 MHz, 1333 MHz, 1600 MHz
and 1866 MHz. In order to obtain a precise processor
cycle count, the cycle measurements were performed
with the help of the RDTSC (read-time stamp counter)
instruction. The RDTSC instruction to log each frame’s
cycle count was incorporated into the source code of
Quake II, along with the DVFS algorithms.
Selection of Game Plays: Quake II allows recording of
game plays. These recordings include everything that is
required (e.g., user input) to re-run exactly the same
game play similar to a video, along with performing
exactly the same computations. This allowed us to re-

Fig. 2. Experimental Setup for hardware-based rendering DVFS

produce the measurements for different runs of the same
game play under identical settings, but with different
power management policies.
We recorded four short game plays among which
two (i.e., Shooting-1 and Shooting-2) included highly
dynamic scenarios involving events like enemy contact. The other two short game plays resembled an
exploration phase of the game with comparatively low
workload (i.e., Explore-1 and Explore-2). Additionally,
we recorded a long game play (i.e., Level-2) with average
workload and dynamics. The dynamic behavior of the
predictor was also examined using Massive-1 which
is a well-known Quake II benchmarking demo with
relatively high CPU demand and workload variation.
Several runs were recorded for each game play to take
the variations caused by the underlying OS into account.
The resulting statistics of all game plays are shown in
Table 1, where the average workload C and its standard
deviation σ are given in terms of processor cycles per
frame. It is obvious that Massive-1 has the highest
average workload and standard deviation caused by the
highly dynamic nature of this game play. On the other
hand, Explore-1 and Explore-2 show the lowest C and
σ. The minimum (dmin ) and the maximum (dmax ) percentage of frames missing their deadlines were obtained
by running the processor at the highest (1600 MHz) and
the lowest (800 MHz) frequency respectively. A certain
percentage of frames miss their deadline even when
the processor runs at the highest frequency, because
the processor cannot support the maximum possible
workload generated.
3.2 Hardware-based rendering setup
In the following, the hardware-based rendering setup
is described, which is used to evaluate the prediction
performance of games running on a HW-accelerated
rendering system. Previously, rendering made up the
major part of the total workload (in case of Quake II up
to 90 percent). The advent of GPUs allowed game developers to ofﬂoad most of the rendering workload from
the CPU. Instead, the CPU is now increasingly used for
complex artiﬁcial intelligence computations and realistic
physics engines. Thereby, the workload characteristics of
games have signiﬁcantly changed.
The main advantage of the setup presented below over
the previously presented approach is that (i) we can
evaluate modern games that use hardware-accelerated
rendering, and (ii) that we are no longer restricted to
open source games. The current implementation allows
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Fig. 4. Average frame rate under varying CPU speed in Crysis

Fig. 3. Screenshot from Crysis with integrated visualization of
frame rate (top left) and processor’s frequency (middle left)

applying our DVFS algorithm to any DirectX 9 based
application and can be easily adapted to support DirectX 10/11, OpenGL* or OpenGL* ES. To incorporate
our power management into recent closed-source games,
we utilized the interface between the application and
Microsoft’s DirectX rendering API. As shown in Figure 2,
a game performs API calls to the Microsoft Direct3D*
run-time library to initiate the rendering of the scene. We
intercepted all calls made by the game to the Direct3D
run-time library. This was done using a technique called
dynamic link library (DLL) injection provided by the
Microsoft Detours Library [30]. When the game starts
up, it loads the Direct3D library. The DLL injection
inhibits the loading of the original DLL and instead
forces the game to load our own library into its context.
Consequently, instead of the original Direct3D functions,
our code is executed. This enabled us to proﬁle the game,
to run our workload prediction and DVFS scheme and
to render a visualization on top of the game (see [2] for
a video).
A game signals the beginning of a new frame to
the GPU with the DirectX command BeginScene. At
the end of the frame, the EndScene together with the
Present command is called, thereby informing the
GPU that the frame can be shown. The interarrival time
between Present commands gives us the frame execution time. Based on these execution times the predictor
estimates the workload of the next frame and computes
the required processor’s frequency. To actually scale
the frequency of the processor, the processor’s Model
Speciﬁc Registers (MSRs) have to be set accordingly. As
this is only allowed in kernel mode, a driver is loaded at
creation time of the DirectX device which allows setting
the MSRs from user space (see Figure 2).
Additionally, this interception based approach allowed
us to add an online visualization of e.g., the power
savings and an user interface, which enables the user
to inﬂuence the DVFS algorithm and modify parameters
like the desired frame rate (see Figure 3 and [2] for a
video).
For the experiments we used a desktop PC with
TM
R
an Intel
Core
2 Quad QX6700 with 2.66 GHz,
2048 MB of RAM and a NVIDIA Geforce* 8800 FX
graphics card and running Microsoft Windows XP* .
The processor supports ﬁve different frequency levels
that correspond to 1.6 GHz, 1.86 GHz, 2.1 GHz, 2.4 GHz
and 2.66 GHz. We used the Windows system API

functions
QueryPerformanceCounter()
and
QueryPerformanceFrequency() to measure the
frame execution times. In this work the frequency and
voltage of the four cores was always scaled equally
as the focus of this paper is on the evaluation of
suitable workload predictors for game applications.
We plan to extend this work and use the prediction
results for power management of multi-core processors.
Selection of Games: We have chosen three popular
games, each from a different genre, to evaluate the
performance of our power management scheme: a ﬁrst
person shooter named Crysis* from Crytek, a racing
game named Need for Speed* - Shift (NFS) from Electronic Arts and Ubisoft’s strategy game World in Conﬂict* (WIC). The average workload C, the workload’s
standard deviation σ, dmin and dmax are given in Table 1
for six recorded game plays (two for each game). The
workloads’ standard deviation for games that use hardware rendering are signiﬁcantly higher compared to the
one’s in Quake II. The major difference between the two
architectural setups is the composition of the workloads.
A game’s workload is in general composed of rendering,
AI, physics and game logic. Computations like AI or
physics are not necessarily frame based and therefore can
change more abruptly if measured in cycles per frame.
The rendering workload on the other hand is of course
frame based, and therefore changes are likely to be
slower. In case of Quake II, up to 90 percent of the CPU’s
time is spent for rendering. For games with hardwarerendering the CPU time is instead used for complex
AI or physics computations. As these computations are
not necessarily done on a frame basis, the workload no
longer changes in a continuous manner. This explains the
observed difference between the workload’s standard
deviations, and this will later inﬂuence the choice of
appropriate predictors.
This paper targets power management schemes for the
CPU. If a game is mainly GPU-bound for the available
CPU frequencies, then it could always be run with the
lowest available frequency and no DVFS or workload
prediction would be required. To present meaningful
results, we have chosen realistic graphics settings for
each game and veriﬁed that the games are not always
GPU-bound. Figure 4 shows the resulting average frame
rate of Crysis for the available processor speeds. It can
clearly be seen that the game is not GPU-bound for the
chosen settings (Resolution 1024 × 768, no Anti-Aliasing,
all detail levels set to medium). Note that there still
might be scenes for which a game becomes GPU-bound
in-between. Here, it would be beneﬁcial to come up with
an additional power management scheme for the GPU.
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No. of Simulation Runs
400
1600
442401

3.3

tsim [s]
116.4
206.3
15650

tgame [s]
78.7e+03
31.2e+04
86.3e+06

Prediction error
[Cycles]

TABLE 2
Run-times for varying number of simulation runs
Speedup
676
1515
5512

Simulation Setup

The highly dynamic nature of game workloads and
additional variations introduced by the underlying OS
necessitate an exhaustive exploration of the space of
workload predictor parameters, as will be elaborated
later in this paper. Towards this, we developed a simulation environment for a systematic evaluation of the
performance of the PID controller, the LMS and the
ARMA-based workload predictor.
The algorithm for DVFS (see Section 2) is replicated in
the simulation, where the processing of frames and the
workload measurement is replaced by a workload model.
This workload model is based on recorded workload
proﬁles.
In contrast to video applications, in games the content
of every frame and its workload depends on the user
action and the processor frequency that was used to
render the past frames: Let the ith frame at time t[i]
require c[i] clock cycles and fj [i] ∈ F = {f1 , f2 , . . . , fn }
be the corresponding processor frequency used to render
the ith frame. The time Δt[i] taken for rendering the ith
frame is then given by c[i]/fj [i]. Further, the next frame
will be rendered at time t[i+1] = t[i]+Δt[i]. After the ith
frame has been rendered, the physics engine calculates
the player’s new position based on the player’s speed
and Δt[i] (which is the real passage of time). The position
of the player and the next frame’s content therefore
depends on Δt[i] and hence on the frequency fj [i] (when
the frequency is higher, more frames are used to “ﬁll” a
certain time interval).
This dependency prohibits the direct usage of
recorded workload proﬁles. To get around this, we assume “linear” behavior of the workload proﬁles. Our
experiments showed that this assumption is valid over
small time scales, as considered in our case. Thus, for
each available processor frequency fj ∈ F, the corresponding workload proﬁle Cfj is recorded and transformed from the frame number to the time domain by
interpolating the missing values. For each frame that
is pseudo-processed in simulation with frequency fj , the
corresponding workload proﬁle Cfj is evaluated.
This workload model together with the replicated
steps of the DVFS scheme now allows accurate approximation of the system behavior and an evaluation of
different controller settings for DVFS in terms of the
performance metrics (see Section 2). The runtimes of the
simulation compared to concrete runtimes of the games
are given for different runs in Table 2. A speedup of
5512× is achieved with a Mathworks MATLAB* implementation, which clearly shows the advantage of using
a simulation-based approach for tuning the controller
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Fig. 5. Prediction error in case of an unstable predictor

parameters (gain values) of our workload predictors, as
will be explained later.

4

PID C ONTROLLER BASED P REDICTION

Now that we have explained our experimental setup, in
what follows we describe various workload predictors
and their evaluations. We start with the PID controller
based workload prediction which has been successfully
applied to various power management problems. In
the following we are going to describe the theoretical
background and challenges of using PID controllers for
game workload prediction.
The input signal computed by a PID controller consists
of three components,
1) Proportional: Pcomp (t) = K
P · e(t)
2) Integral: Icomp (t) = K1I ·
TI e(t)
D)
3) Derivative: Dcomp (t) = KD · e(t) −Te(t−T
D
where e(t) is the error signal, KP , KI , KD are proportional, integral, derivative gains respectively and TI ,
TD are intervals for integral and derivative components
respectively. The output of the PID controller is given
by P IDoutput (t) = Pcomp (t) + Icomp (t) + Dcomp (t).
Let c[i] and c̃[i] be the respective actual and estimated
workload values for the ith frame in terms of clock
cycles. Here, the goal is to predict the workload c̃[i + 1]
of the (i+1)th frame by utilizing the actual workload c[i]
of the ith frame and the PID control signal P IDoutput (t),
i.e., c̃[i + 1] = c[i] + P IDoutput [i]. Towards this, we
compute P IDoutput [i] with e[i] = c[i] − c̃[i] being the
error signal and
n
P IDoutput [i] = KP · e[i] + K1I ·
j=0 e[i − j]
e[i] − e[i−1]
+ KD ·
Δt[i−1]
4.1

PID Controller’s Stability

The choice of PID controller gains KP , KI and KD
is crucial for the performance of the predictor. The
predictor directly inﬂuences the choice of the processor’s
frequency. Ideally, it will choose a frequency sufﬁcient to
complete the frame just in time and therefore with the
lowest possible power consumption. If the predictor’s
parameters are chosen incorrectly the predictor may
become unstable. A typical plot of an unstable controllerbased prediction is shown in Figure 5. The prediction
error and hence the predicted workload starts to oscillate
and becomes inﬁnitely large over time. In terms of
processor frequency settings, this results in a periodic
switching between highest and lowest frequency. This of
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Fig. 7. Performance space for different choices of PID controller
gains for the Quake II gameplay Level-2

course is highly inefﬁcient in terms of power consumption and will also lead to a considerable loss in game
quality.
Figure 6 shows the distribution of stable controller
gains for a particular game play (i.e., Shooting-2). It may
be noted that only a small portion of the entire space of
the controller gains ensures the predictor’s stability. The
controller gains with reasonable prediction quality (i.e.,
smaller than 10 % frame deadline miss) are indicated
by the points. Note that the number of such points is
limited and distributed over the entire space of stable
controller gains. Hence, identifying gain values that lead
to a controller with acceptable performance is a nontrivial task. In the following subsection we show how
suitable gain values may be chosen.
4.2

PID Performance Space

As mentioned in Section 2, the performance of the PID
controller and all other workload predictors is quantiﬁed
using two metrics, the percentage of frames missing
their deadline and the average power consumption.
We obtain a performance space by plotting the values
of the metrics corresponding to various sets of PID
controller gains. For example, Figure 7 shows the
resulting performance space of the PID controller
for the Quake II game play Level-2. Every point
corresponds to results obtained with a speciﬁc choice
of PID controller gains. The Pareto-front marks the
optimal choice of points. These are the points of interest
and are found by an exhaustive simulation. It may be
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Fig. 8. Performance evaluation of game-play-optimized PID gain
sets together with the gain set tuned for all game plays (with
software rendering setup)

noted that the average power consumption, here given
for the laptop, is in the range of 22 to 23 Watts resulting
in maximum possible savings of 35 % (compared to the
maximum power consumption of the laptop, which is
34 Watts). However, reducing the power consumption
to 22 Watts comes at the cost of an unreasonably high
number of frames missing their deadline (i.e., over
25 %). Moreover, the variation in power consumption
is small compared to the maximum average power
consumption in a laptop. The same behavior has been
observed for the Desktop PC. It may also be observed
that the percentage of frames missing their deadlines
is highly inﬂuenced by the choice of the gain values.
Hence, we chose the gain values with the lowest
percentage of frame deadline misses (to maximize game
quality). Clearly, a systematic identiﬁcation of suitable
controller gains is necessary for each game play.
Software-based Rendering: To investigate the inﬂuence
of workload variations, we ran exhaustive simulations
for the Quake II game plays listed in Table 1. For each
game play, we used our simulation setup to explore
the effect of the controller gain values. Such exhaustive
search results in performance spaces similar to the one
shown in Figure 7. For each game play we selected the
set of gains resulting in the lowest rate of frame deadline
misses, i.e., setExplore−1 ( ) is the optimal set for game
play Explore-1 (see Figure 8).
In a complex game it is very unlikely that a player
generates the same workload twice. Hence, an important
issue is the predictor’s robustness to changes in the workload characteristics. To evaluate this robustness we used
the PID gains, which were optimized for one game play,
for the workload prediction of the remaining game plays.
As shown in Figure 8, we observed inferior performance
if we used gain values that were optimized for one
game play for other game plays. For example, using
setExplore−1 ( ) for Level-2 will increase the percentage
of frame deadline misses by 7.3 %.
The PID gains can also be optimized with all the game
plays taken together, i.e., setALL ( ) in Figure 8. This
set has been computed by merging the performance
spaces of all game plays. Nevertheless, the controller
gains again need re-optimization in case a new game
play is considered. For example, we optimized the PID
gains by considering all the game plays listed in Table 1
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Fig. 9. Performance evaluation of game-play-optimized PID gain
sets (with hardware rendering setup)

except for the game play Level-2. These PID gains were
then used for Level-2, which resulted in an unstable
predictor for Level-2.
Hardware-based rendering: The same measurements
were also repeated for hardware rendering. Unfortunately, the option to record game plays like in Quake II
is not offered by any recent games that use hardware
rendering. To address this issue of reproducibility, the
predictor’s performance was simulated, ﬁrst using very
long pre-recorded workloads. Once a good setting was
found the gains were evaluated online in the game and
results were thereby veriﬁed.
Figure 9 shows the resulting percentages of frames
missing their deadlines for the DirectX games listed in
Table 1. The gains have been tuned individually for six
game plays in total (two per game). A cross-validation
was performed with the other game plays. As can be
seen in the ﬁgure, the performance drops signiﬁcantly
when a set of PID gains, which has been tuned for one
particular game play, is used for a different game or
game play, e.g., using setWIC−1 ( ) for NFS-1 increased
the number of frame drops by 12.6 %. Further, for all
games the controller became unstable after a particular
number of frames.
Based on the measurement results from both – the
software- and hardware-rendering setup – we conclude
that the PID-based predictor’s performance depends on
the nature of the game play and hence the controller
gains should be optimized for each game play individually. Since all game plays cannot be known in advance
(because they depend on the player), we conclude that
PID-based prediction, which was successfully applied to
video power management, is not suitable for game applications in real-life settings. Instead, a robust predictor
is required, that needs to be calibrated only once, and
that thereafter provides good performance for a priori
unknown game plays. These outcomes motivate the use
of a self-tuning algorithm.

5

LMS L INEAR P REDICTOR

The Least Mean Squares (LMS) Linear Predictor [21] is
a statistical approach mainly used for parameter identiﬁcation of various dynamical systems. Such approaches
are suitable for systems that are linear-in-parameters (LIP),
i.e., the output of the system can be modeled as a linear
combination of system inputs and (unknown) system

8

parameters. The LMS Linear Predictor learns the system
parameters by recursively updating its weights over
several iterations.
We used it to estimate the workload c̃[i + 1] of the
(i + 1)th frame by utilizing the actual workloads of
the previous frames. Towards this, we represented the
predictor’s output as a linear combination of known
workloads of previous frames and unknown predictor
coefﬁcients. If c[i] represents the workload value of the
ith frame, then according to the general structure of a
one-step LMS Linear Predictor, the predicted workload
of the (i + 1)th frame is given by
n−1

c̃[i + 1] =
wk [i] c[i − k] = W [i]T C[i],
(1)
k=0

where n is the predictor’s order, wk , for k = 0, . . . , n − 1,
are unknown predictor coefﬁcients and
W [i]
C[i]

=
=

[w0 [i], w1 [i], . . . , wn−1 [i]]T
[c[i], c[i − 1], . . . , c[i − n + 1]]T

The goal is to learn W [i] adaptively such that c̃[i + 1]
in Equation (1) results in the minimum error e[i] =
c[i + 1] − c̃[i + 1]. Therefore, from Equation (1) we have,
e[i] = c[i + 1] − W [i]T C[i]. The unknown predictor coefﬁcients are initialized to 0 and after each prediction step,
the coefﬁcients are updated according to Equation (2)
W [i + 1] = W [i] + μ · e[i] · C[i],

(2)

where μ is the learning rate.
In order to reduce the sensitivity of the learning
process to the choice of the learning rate μ, we used
a normalized version of Equation (2) that is given by
μ · e[i]
W [i + 1] = W [i] +
· C[i],
(3)
||C[i]||2
with μ being between 0 and 2.
For an accurate modeling of the system and prediction
of the workload, the coefﬁcients W [i] should converge
after a sufﬁcient number of iterations. However, this
convergence is not guaranteed: If the prediction error
|e[i]| goes repeatedly above the bound
2||C[i]||2
· |wk [i]| ,
μ · c[i − k]

(4)

the LMS weights might not converge (see [1] for a
derivation). Not converging and therefore continuously
increasing weights will result in an unstable predictor
and a high prediction error. Convergence, on the other
hand, implies accurate approximation of the system
using an LMS Linear Predictor.
Software-based rendering: The performance of LMS
Linear Prediction is determined by two parameters, the
prediction order n and the learning rate μ. The order n of
the predictor indicates the number of workload values of
the previous frames being utilized to model its output
(see Equation (1)). If the order of the predictor is too
low, e.g. n = 1, then its coefﬁcients will not be able
to accurately model the output and will not converge.
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This in turn results in a signiﬁcant reduction of the
predictor’s performance (see Figure 10). However, an
unnecessarily high order, i.e. n ≥ 11, does not improve
the performance any further. We experimentally found
that an order of 10 guarantees a good performance for
all Quake II game plays.
Using this order, the boundaries given by Equation (4) were seldom violated (at maximum by 13.12%
for Level-2) thereby indicating a convergence of the
weights. Figure 11 depicts the variations of the weights
over a sequence of frames. It is clear that the weights
converge after 6000 frames. As indicated in the ﬁgure, we
initiated switches between Quake II game plays during
the simulation to verify that convergence is preserved
under changing system dynamics. Therefore, Quake II
system dynamics can be accurately approximated by an
LMS Linear Predictor.
The second parameter that affects the quality of prediction is the learning rate μ. As seen in Figures 10
and 12, a very small learning rate μ results in a high
prediction error as the learning process is too slow for
appropriate adaptation of the weights. On the other
hand, a high learning rate results in overdrive effects,
i.e., the weights also learn noise. This especially affects
dynamic scenes for which the resulting processor frequency varies abruptly.
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To evaluate the performance of LMS, we determined
the μ that resulted in the optimal performance for each
game play (see Figure 13). Compared to the PID based
approach, the percentage of frames missing their deadlines is slightly increased if the LMS predictor was used
(at maximum by 1.8% for game play Massive-1). In order
to evaluate the robustness of LMS, we then used these
game-speciﬁc μ’s for the prediction of the other game
plays. Compared to the PID-based predictor, the robustness of LMS is signiﬁcantly better, as (i) the maximum
deviation from the optimal performance was observed
to be 3.99%, whereas for the PID based approach a
deviation of 7.3% was observed, and more importantly,
(ii) for no combination of game plays the predictor
became unstable. Based on these results we conclude that
the LMS predictor is an improved choice for modeling
Quake II workloads.
Hardware-based rendering: For Quake II workloads
it was possible to observe convergence of the LMS
weights.
However, evaluating Equation (4) for
hardware-rendering based workloads revealed that for
nearly all game plays a signiﬁcant percentage of weights
did not satisfy this condition. Figure 14 shows how the
weights evolved over time for the game play Crysis-1.
Clearly, convergence of the weights can not be observed
in this case, though the search space of the learning
rate and the predictor’s order has been exhaustively
evaluated.
As convergence is required for an accurate and stable
workload prediction, the LMS Linear predictor is not the
correct choice for highly varying workloads as in the case
of hardware-based rendering. Using the predictor would
lead to instability and ultimately our DVFS algorithm
would only select the highest and lowest processing
frequencies (see Section 4.1). To overcome this problem
we now introduce a generalization of the LMS Linear
Predictor, the Auto-regressive Moving Average Model.
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AUTO - REGRESSIVE

In literature, an Autoregressive Moving Average
(ARMA) model is a generalization of the LMS Linear
Predictor given by Equation (1). Note that another
generalization of LMS Linear Predictor could have
been to use a non-linear model or a linear model with
non-linear functions of past workloads as predictors.
However, ﬁtting such models is complicated and time
consuming and in the following we will show that
already the much simpler ARMA model and even a
sub-class named AR models sufﬁces to accurately and
efﬁciently predict game workloads.
The ARMA model is appropriate when the system
under consideration can be thought of as a stationary
time series process whose output depends linearly on past
values, as well as on independent inputs introduced
to the system. We have tested our workload data for
stationarity using the KPSS [23], the Dickey-Fuller (DF)
and Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) [14] tests. Due to
space constraints we would like to refer to the supplemental material of this work [1] for more details about
the different tests. All three of these tests suggest that
the gaming workloads (both, software- and hardwarerendering based) are of stationary nature. Thus the ﬁrst
criterion for successfully applying ARMA to our problem is fulﬁlled.
The ARMA(n, m) model is given by the following
equation:
c[i + 1] =

n−1

k=0

wk c[i − k] +

20

MODEL

m−1


vj [i − j] + [i + 1], (5)

j=0

where [i] are the white noise error terms and [i + 1]
is the error in the linear ARMA representation of the
current frame’s workload c[i + 1]. We can compute
a prediction based on the workloads c[i], the previous
prediction errors [i] and the model parameters: the
autoregressive coefﬁcients wk , the autoregressive order
n, the moving average coefﬁcients vj and the moving
average order m.
An Autoregressive (AR) process is a special case of an
ARMA process where the model does not account for
past pulses i.e., all vj ’s are equal to zero. AR processes
are sometimes preferable as they are easier to interpret.
Also, using AR models is not as restrictive (compared to
using ARMA models) as it might seem, as a large class
of ARMA models can be expressed as inﬁnite order AR
models, which are known as invertible ARMA models
[9].
In the case of the LMS linear predictor, the gains wk
change over time as they are learned online based on the
learning rate μ and Equation (2). Under high workload
variations, such online systems might adapt to the data
too quickly and therefore can be misled (resulting in
unstable behavior). In contrast, for ARMA and AR, the
set of parameters is ﬁtted ofﬂine only once as described
in the following, and does not change over time.
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Fig. 15. Percentage of missed deadlines for different orders n
of AR(n)

6.1

Fitting ARMA and AR Models

Before the ARMA and AR models can be used to predict the game’s workload, suitable model parameters
(w0 , . . . , wn−1 , v0 , . . . , vm−1 ) and model orders n and m
have to be determined that guarantee a good prediction
performance.
Model parameters: The ARMA model parameters can
be ﬁtted using a maximum likelihood method that maximizes the joint probability function of the model given
the data. We chose to perform this maximization through
a subspace method using an iterative Gauss-Newton
algorithm (using the system identiﬁcation toolbox from
MATLAB) [25]. For large data sets this approach is usually slower in implementation compared to the steepest
gradient method employed by the LMS ﬁlter. However,
determining these parameters needs to be done only
once and is done ofﬂine based on pre-recorded game
workloads. As we discuss later, once these parameters
are determined, they remain constant not only across
game plays, but also across different games.
A common approach to tune parameters of AR models
is the non-iterative, least-squares method [29] which
is as well used by the MATLAB System Identiﬁcation
Toolbox. All results presented in this paper are based on
models which have been tuned using this toolbox.
Model Order: Using the methods described above, we
trained the model parameters for each DirectX-based
game/game play individually with n, m ≤ 100. Figure 15 shows the gained results for an AR(n) model.
We observed that an order greater than 10 for both, n
and m only slightly improved the predictor’s performance. Hence, for the sake of simplicity and to avoid
an increased algorithm’s complexity, we restricted the
remainder to orders n, m ≤ 10. The best performance
for n, m ≤ 10 was achieved with an ARMA(10, 9)
model. It could be observed that the performance of an
AR(10) model provides a very good ﬁt which is close
to the ARMA(10, 9) model, and their forecasts are also
close. Hence, for the sake of simplicity and in view of
the previous discussion, we restrict the remainder of our
analysis in this paper to AR processes of order 10.
6.2

Evaluating AR models

Figures 16 and 17 depict the performance of the AR(10)
models for the software and hardware-rendering approaches respectively. For each game and game play, a
model was individually derived with the MATLAB toolbox. The model was then tested with the corresponding
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the experimental setup and results of the overhead and
power measurements based on the proposed DVFS algorithms. We show that power savings of up to 35.8 % can
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Fig. 17. Performance evaluation of game-play-optimized AR(10)
model parameter sets (with hardware rendering setup)

game play and with other games and game plays. It can
be seen that the best performance achieved with AR(10)
is approximately the same as when using an individually
tuned PID controller. In case of an AR model, however,
no instability has been observed as it can happen for
the PID controller. As can be seen in Figure 17, only a
small performance difference (at maximum 0.68 %) can
be noticed when the model, tuned using the workload
from one game or game play, is used for the workload prediction of a different game or game play. In
comparison, with the PID-based prediction a signiﬁcant
difference of up to 12.6 % of more frames missing their
deadline is observed (see Figure 9). The performance
difference is close to zero if the models are tuned on a per
game basis, i.e. using the individually tuned NFS-2( ) for
NFS-2 itself results in 10.3 % of deadline misses. Using
NFS-1( )-based models for NFS-2 results in 10.5 %.
We conclude that AR models are robust enough to
workload variations such that the model can be ﬁtted
only based on one sample game play. As shown, the
resulting model will provide a good performance, even
if used for game plays which it has not been optimized
for. A further generalization (e.g., to non-linear models)
as described at the beginning of Section 6 is not required.

7

P OWER M EASUREMENT R ESULTS

So far, the evaluation of the predictors’ performances
focused on the prediction quality in terms of percentage
of frames missing their deadline. The evaluation suggests the suitability of autoregressive models for game
workload prediction. In addition to game quality i.e.,
minimizing the number of frame deadline misses, we
are also concerned with minimizing the average power
consumption of the processor. In this section we present

Power Management Overhead

Any power management technique involves overhead,
which in our case consists of the time consumed for
the application proﬁling, the computation time for the
workload prediction and the settling time of the voltage and frequency regulator. In case of the softwarerendering based setup, the source code has been directly
instrumented and the proﬁling overhead merely consists of reading the time stamp counter (TSC) values.
This overhead can be completely neglected when compared with a game frame’s workload. For the hardwarerendering based setup, all DirectX calls are intercepted.
On an average we observed an overhead of 2.34 ms per
frame. With a target frame rate of 40 fps this equals to
9.3 % of the available time per frame. As we will show in
the following, despite this overhead we can achieve considerable power savings. The overhead is mostly caused
by the interception itself as every Direct3D command
ﬁrst calls our proxy library before being forwarded to
the original Direct3D library. It could be reduced to
negligible levels if the DVFS algorithm was incorporated
directly into the DirectX graphics API or if the API
offered an interface. As a consequence the power savings
could be even higher.
TABLE 3
Overhead of the four different workload predictors
Predictor
PID
LMS(10)
AR(10)
ARMA(10,10)

# of Cycles
15.0
323.9
26.3
52.8

The overhead for the different workload prediction
techniques is given in Table 3. Compared to the number
of cycles that are at least available to the CPU per frame
this overhead can be completely neglected.
TM
R
The overhead for scaling an Intel
Core 2 Duo E6850
processor is available from literature with 30.3 μs at maximum [34]. If we assume frequency switches at 40 Hz this
scaling overhead makes up 0.12 % of a frames processing
time.
7.2

Power savings with software rendering

In the software-based rendering setup (used in Quake II),
the power measurements were performed at the output of the laptop’s AC Adaptor. A Texas Instruments
MSP430* microcontroller was employed to measure both,
the DC voltage v(t) and the current i(t) with the
help of a shunt resistor and an ampliﬁer. The average
power consumption P was then calculated according to
t=l
P = 1l t=0 v(t)i(t)T , where l is the duration of the game
and 1/T corresponds to the sampling rate, which was set
to 1kHz. The microcontroller was operated via a serial
connection from the laptop and the power measurements
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TABLE 4
Average power consumption for available frequencies
Frequency [MHz]
Power [Watt]

800
21.1

1066
23.3

1333
25.8

1600
29.1

1866
33.0

TABLE 5
Power consumption of PID-based workload predictor and LMS
Linear Predictor for different game plays. The savings are given
in percent compared to running the CPU at highest frequency
Game Play

Explore-1
Explore-2
Shooting-1
Shooting-2
Massive-1
Level-2

Average Power
Consumption [W]
PPID
PLMS
PAR
21.42
21.6
21.2
21.71
21.9
21.6
23.1
23.6
23.0
25.2
24.8
25.1
25.1
23.9
25.9
23.7
23.2
23.7

Savings
using AR [%]
35.8
34.6
30.4
24.0
21.8
28.3

were logged for every game play. The control interface
for operating the microcontroller was also integrated into
the Quake II source code in a way that the measurements
through the controller could be started and stopped at
the beginning and the end of a game play. In this manner,
we ensured synchronization between the start and the
stop of the game play and its corresponding power
measurements.
This setup provides measurements corresponding to
the power consumption of the entire laptop. During
the measurements the battery was removed from the
laptop to avoid measuring the power consumed for recharging the battery as well. Additionally, we ensured
that the laptop settings remained constant during all
measurements (i.e., we maintained the same settings
for display brightness, switched off the wireless LAN
and removed all the devices connected to the laptop
except the microcontroller used for measuring power
consumption).
Table 4 shows the laptop’s average power
consumption for all available frequencies of the
processor. In our simulation, these recordings were
used to approximate actual power consumption. As
we measured the system’s total power consumption,
our measurements included the power consumption of,
for example, memory or front-side bus, which highly
depends on the load of the system [39]. Therefore, we
acquired power measurements for each utilized Quake II
demo and all available frequencies together with the
corresponding workload proﬁles. A maximum variation
of 2.4 % in average power consumption was observed.
We conclude from this data that 36 % of the total power
(compared to maximum power consumption of the
laptop) may be saved at the maximum by running
the system at the lowest frequency at all times. This,
however, will result in an unreasonably high percentage
of deadline misses, signiﬁcantly reducing the game’s
quality.
We incorporated all the proposed predictors into the
Quake II source code. Table 5 gives the measured average power consumption for each game play using

the individually tuned PID-based predictor (P P ID ), the
LMS Linear Predictor (P LM S ) with a μ of 0.074 and
individually tuned AR(10) models (P AR ). The observed
difference among the different predictors in terms of average power consumptions is negligible. The last column
shows the achieved power savings of AR(10) compared
to the power consumed if the laptop is clocked at the
highest frequency. It may be noted that between 24.0 %
and 35.8 % of power is saved depending on the characteristics of the game play.
Note that as presented in Section 4.2 and depicted in
Figure 7, a non-optimal choice of PID gains affects the
percentage of frames missing their deadline signiﬁcantly
more than the average power consumption. The crossvalidation for PID and AR(10)-based predictors experimentally conﬁrmed this behavior. Only small variations
in respect to the optimal average power consumption
were observed: 2.53 % and 1.34 % for PID and AR(10)
respectively. For each game play, not only the power savings were similar, but also the game quality which can
be seen from Figures 8 and 16. However, as shown in
Section 6 it is sufﬁcient to tune the AR model only once,
whereas the PID gains need to be tuned for each game
play individually to avoid large performance drops. This
individual tuning is not practical in a real-life scenario.
7.3

Default Linux Power Management

Linux is equipped with a widely-used Ondemand Governor [33] for power management. We ran the Quake II
game plays with the Ondemand Governor (with default
settings) enabled and logged the current frequencies,
workload proﬁles and average power consumption. We
observed that with the Ondemand Governor, it is possible to obtain approximately 7 % power savings (for all
game plays), whereas the AR-based Predictor achieves
power savings of up to 35.8 %. As Quake II is programmed as an endless loop, the Ondemand Governor
will always detect high system utilization. Consequently,
voltage/frequency scaling cannot be enabled during
most of the time.
7.4

Power savings in case of DirectX-based Games

For the DirectX-based approach we incorporated the
proposed predictors into the proxy DLL (see Section 3.2).
As both, the PID-based Predictor and the LMS Linear
Predictor were not stable the measurement results are
not shown here. Figure 18 gives the ratio at which the
available frequencies of the processor were used for
the three games Need for Speed, Crysis and World in
Conﬂict. The results are given for the autoregressive
model and an oracle predictor. The oracle predictor is
a purely theoretical construct and is assumed to know
the full future. Hence, it gives the maximum possible
power savings with the smallest possible number of
frames missing their deadlines. The AR(10) model in
comparison selects the frequencies with almost the same
distribution. This establishes that these policies result in
a close to optimal energy consumption of the processor.
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Frequency Use [%]

Autoregressive Model AR(10)
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Fig. 18. Frequency Histogram of Need for Speed, Crysis and World in Conﬂict using Autoregressive Models AR(10) and an oracle
predictor (perfect prediction)

8

C ONCLUDING R EMARKS

With the aim of DVFS-based power management, in this
paper we have proposed workload prediction schemes
for game applications whose parameters need to be
tuned once during an ofﬂine phase and may then be used
for both – game plays, as well as new games that are
not a priori known. Hence, our focus has more been on
the robustness of the prediction scheme, rather than its
optimality. In other words, occasionally, a predictor that
is hand-tuned for a particular game play might outperform our proposed ofﬂine-tuned predictor. However, the
overall prediction quality of the ofﬂine-tuned predictor
was comparable to a hand-tuned predictor.
Towards this, we studied several games – Quake II,
whose source code is available, as well as more modern
closed-source games like Crysis, Need for Speed (NFS)
and World in Conﬂict (WIC). We showed that concerns
about stability and tedious hand-tuning of parameters
make known PID-based workload prediction schemes
unsuitable for any of the considered games. We next
studied an LMS Linear Predictor, which worked well
for Quake II with software rendering, but not for Crysis,
NFS or WIC that rely on hardware-rendering support.
For these games, we showed that the Autoregressive
Moving Average (ARMA) model and its simpliﬁed version, the AR model, address the concerns that arise in
a real-life power management setup, viz., that not all
game plays and game applications are a priori known.
Our results are consistent across all evaluated games
and particularly attractive because parameters of an ARmodel, tuned using a set of game plays, provide good
gaming quality as well as power savings when applied
not only to different game plays, but also different game
applications. The similarity between results obtained
using AR and ARMA also show that more complex nonlinear models or linear models with non-linear functions
of past workloads are not required.
Further, we have exploited the software (in particular
the graphics processing) architectures of modern games
by intercepting API calls made by the game application
to the graphics library. These were used to estimate
the execution times of game frames, which were then
used for workload prediction. This enabled us to apply
our power management scheme to a variety of modern closed-source games, whereas all previously known

techniques required modiﬁcations of the game’s source
code which is not available for most modern games.
The applicability of our scheme to closed-source games
ensures its practical relevance. Further, our techniques
differ from workload prediction and DVFS schemes
known for video processing in two major ways. First,
we showed that PID controllers that were successfully
used for video applications, are not practical for game
applications, which require different workload prediction schemes, such as the ones proposed in this paper.
Second, we exploited the graphics processing architectures of games (through API call interception), that do
not arise in video processing. It is possible to combine
our results with frame-workload prediction schemes that
analyze the contents/structure of game frames as proposed in [19], where a PID-based scheme was combined
with frame structure analysis. However, workload prediction based on analyzing the contents of a frame is
mostly relevant for software-based rendering schemes.
This is because only the rendering (and not AI or game
physics) workload may be estimated the contents of a
frame. Hence, such schemes will not be relevant for
more modern games that rely on hardware support for
rendering.
As future work we plan to investigate power management of GPUs, and in particular the combined power
management of both – the GPU and the CPU. Additionally, combining this with power management schemes
for other subsystems of a mobile device such as its
wireless interface and display will be meaningful.
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